
Hello, 

  
It’s been a while since we’ve sent out our last update, and I apologize for that. 

  
Even though we haven’t been actively taking applications over the past few months, there has been a lot 
of activity behind the scenes. After we finished our conversations with Jon Lepenski and decided not to 
continue the process with him, the board asked the search team to take a pause to collect ourselves and 
figure out what the next steps should be.   

  
We then spent a lot of time in conversations with people in the congregation, key volunteers, the Core 
and staff.  All the while, taking time to reflect and pray about how to be effective and efficient in our 
next search process. Ultimately, there were a few key areas that bubbled up in many conversations: 

  
1. Communicating about Strategy: While we felt comfortable talking about the mission / vision 

of the church, we needed to find better ways to communicate why our strategy is important. 
Over the last quarter, we now feel even more equipped to have these conversations with 
candidates. 

2. Reviewing Search Methods: We discussed what did and didn’t work with our previous search 
process, and spent time reviewing if our method of finding applicants was effective. 

1. Search Firm: While we believe we could use our previous approach, we feel that it’s 
probably more beneficial to work with a search firm to find a wider group of 
candidates who match our beliefs, mission, vision and strategy, and zero-in on 
leadership. 

2. Matt Kearns: Before fully engaging a firm, the Board has felt led to interview Matt. 
Ultimately, there is a lot to consider, and we agreed that if either he or the Board 
didn’t feel like this would be a good long-term fit, there wouldn’t be any hard 
feelings. 

  
Communicating About Strategy 

  
One of the major areas that we discussed was our strategy.  Of course, when we interviewed Jon 
Lepenski, we had discussed mission and vision with him a lot.  We discussed that as a church we believe 
our: 

  
• Mission: We are called to ‘Reach, Teach and Send’.  (This is really just stating the great 

commision (Matthew 28:16-20) in our own words.) 
• Vision: We Help People Explore & Engage Extraordinary Life with Jesus 

  
Through those conversations with Jon, we believed that we were clear on our strategy of where we feel 
called to use our resources, but ultimately, it wasn’t clear enough. In our final conversations (after 
coming on-site o preach), he relayed that his focus (especially of our weekend services), would primarily 
be to fill our believer’s spiritual tanks. 

  
In reality, that isn’t a bad thing to do, and many churches do that well.  At Woodcrest, we feel called to 
balance filling our spiritual tanks while being aware that there are unchurched and de-churched 
alongside us. We want to be intentional and conscious about how we are giving those ‘seekers’ the 
space and clear direction to explore the extraordinary life found in Jesus, without feeling alienated. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2028:16-20&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2028:16-20&version=NIV


  
We first discussed this with a wider audience at our last Core Community meeting. We shared some of 
our tools to have better conversations around strategy and our use of resources. But since then, we’ve 
taken even more time to clarify our strategy through reading material, attending conferences, debating 
it with external pastors and relentlessly refining why we believe that balance is important. 

  
We also realize that we’re not hiring a senior leader to maintain the status quo into eternity. We hope to 
find a senior leader that believes deeply in reaching the lost, giving them a space to explore, and pushing 
us as believers to become better disciples. Then, as a Board, we will give the senior leader the space to 
lead us in ways to effectively live that out. 

  
Bottom line, it’s difficult to sum up 100’s of hours of conversations in a brief email, but we hope to relay 
that we’ve spent a lot of time here in an effort to have really effective conversations with candidates, so 
that we don’t accidentally go deep into the process with someone who fundamentally doesn’t believe in 
our strategy. 

  
Of course, if this interests you and you’d like to talk at more detail, feel free call or email me anytime, 
and, we will find the time to chat. 

  
Reviewing Search Methods 

  
We also have been discussing our plan for going back out and searching for candidates. Overall, things in 
our community have been going really well, so, we haven’t felt a fear or panic to rush immediately back 
into the search process.   

  
That being said, we have had enough conversations and time that we feel ready to start the process 
again. The Board called together the search team almost a month ago and started discussions about the 
next steps.  Ultimately, we discussed the benefits of using a search firm instead of generic job postings, 
as well as the potential of Matt Kearns as a candidate. 

  
Search Firm 

  
While the search team has refined our process of obtaining hundreds of candidates and filtering them 
down to a few that seem to be the best fit, we’ve realized that we only find one or two candidates with 
great potential out of every hundred or so we review. From there, we have to start figuring out if they 
would be a good fit from their beliefs, leadership style and strategy. By this point, we are so invested in 
candidates that we tend to continue the conversation longer than we need to, knowing that the 
alternative is going back to collecting and reviewing 100’s of applications. It takes a lot of time and 
effort, and while we believe we could ultimately be successful using this method, we think we have 
enough knowledge on our team that it’s better to spend the time effort and focus on a few highly 
qualified candidates. 

  
We also believe that by using a search firm, we’ll be more likely to find more options for our ideal 
candidate, allowing us to spend our effort going deeper with 6 - 8 pre-screened candidates that are 
already a match on beliefs, mission, vision and strategy. At this point, we’ve started the conversation 
with a search firm, but have put them on hold until we finalize our interview with Matt Kearns first. 

  



Matt Kearns 

  
Up to this point, Matt Kearns has lead us well from the platform, and has many of the qualities we 
would hope for from our next senior leader.  So, before spending money on a search firm, we wanted to 
explore Matt’s interest in going through the interview process.  After an initial conversation, it was clear 
that there was mutual interest, so, we decided to move forward with interviewing Matt.  

  
Of course, this is a big decision that will require a lot of prayer and discernment on both sides. 

  
For Matt, not only does he have a great job with the MO Baptist Convention (where he is able to heavily 
influence Christianity statewide), he also has been firmly rooted in his community (45 minutes away), 
where he serves those in need on a regular basis, reaches the lost by going directly to them and has a lot 
of respect from his community…enough to be an active alderman.   

  
For the board, we’ve known Matt from the speaking platform, but because he has a full-time job and 
two young girls, we’ve tried to keep his focus on the weekend service rather than spending a lot of time 
with us. While we know we align on beliefs, we’re excited to dive deeper into his passions, strengths, 
how he would lead the church, and the future he sees for Woodcrest. 

  
We started to discuss this as a potential option around a month ago, but with the Easter series and a 
little scheduled downtime for Matt following that, we’re just now starting the actual interview process 
and only recently had our first official interview. As a board, we hope to spend a lot of time in 
conversation with Matt over the next month, and we’ve already discussed that we won’t have any hard 
feelings if either side doesn’t think this will be a good long-term fit. 

  
Bottom Line 

  
Sorry again for the length of time that it’s been since our last communication.  There has been a lot 
going on behind the scenes, but nothing seemed worthy of sharing until now.  Ultimately, we’re actively 
moving forward in our search process, so we should have more frequent (and much shorter) updates 
over the coming months. 

  
As a final thought, as a board, we believe your voice is important.  So, if you do have any additional 
questions or concerns, please use the following form so we don’t accidentally overlook your feedback. 

 
[Link to Woodcrest Senior Pastor Search Update - Questions, Comments & Feedback Form] 

 
Thanks! 

  
Jacob Hess 
C: 573.881.3518 
E: me@jacobhess.com 

 

https://goo.gl/forms/fq6FxpB5Aav48mVy1

